MSc Behavioural and Social Sciences (research)

Are you considering a research career in an academic or an applied setting? Do you want to specialize within a field of behavioural and social sciences and at the same time receive a multidisciplinary training? Then our two-year English taught research master programme could be the right choice for you.

The programme is designed for highly talented and motivated students interested in human behaviour and social phenomena, who aim for a career in an academic or applied (clinical, industry, or governmental) research environment.

Three multidisciplinary themes
You choose one of our three multidisciplinary themes. The theme-specific courses will give you a broad view on the theme and will introduce you to the unique perspectives of the theme-related specializations. In the course of the first semester you will choose your own specialization. It will enable you to tailor your master to the topics that you wish to engage in.

- **Deficits, Distress, and Disorders**
  Specializations: Clinical Neuropsychology | Clinical Psychology | Psychometrics and Statistics | Pedagogical and Educational Sciences

- **Lifespan Development and Socialization**
  Specializations: Developmental Psychology | Pedagogical and Educational Sciences | Psychometrics and Statistics | Sociology

- **Understanding Societal Change**
  Specializations: Environmental Psychology | Organizational Psychology | Psychometrics and Statistics | Social psychology | Sociology

---

**Course examples**
- Multidisciplinary Research in Action
- Applied statistics
- Reflecting on Science and Integrity
- Traineeship

**Career opportunities**
- Conduct fundamental and applied research in the social and behavioural sciences
- Ideal preparation for PhD programs

---

**Course titles are subject to change. Please consult website for current schedule of courses.**